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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer has acquired a new business and wants to bring its
systems and storage under corporate systems. The company has an
IBM SVC in the environment to manage all storage.
What must the customer do with the volumes from the new
businesses storage to bring them under IBM Spectrum Virtualize
management?
A. Import the volumes in Image Mode
B. Import the volumes using Volume Mirror
C. Import the volumes as a storage pool

D. Import the volumes using Managed mode
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Image mode volumes are used to migrate LUNs that were
previously mapped directly to host servers over to the control
of the IBM Spectrum Virtualize system.
Note: mkimagevolume
Create a new image mode volume. This command can be used to
import a volume, preserving existing data.
References: Implementing the IBM Storwize V7000 and IBM
Spectrum Virtualize V7.8, page 215
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpieces/pdfs/sg247938.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements about IGPs are true?(Chose two)
A. RIPv2 and EIGRP support VLSM.
B. OSPF and IS-IS are classless protocols
C. IS-IS and EIGRP are link-state protocols.
D. OSPF and EIGRP have high resource usage.
E. RIPv2 and OSPF are distance vector protocols.
F. RIPv2 and IS-IS calculate the metric of a link based on the
bandwidth of a link.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following statements is correct regarding URL
Filtering on the FortiGate unit?
A. Multiple URL Filter lists can be added to a single Web
filter profile.
B. A FortiGuard Web Filtering Override match will override a
block action in the URL filter list.
C. The available actions for URL Filtering are Allow and Block.
D. The FortiGate unit can filter URLs based on patterns using
text and regular expressions.
Answer: D
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